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1. LIFE PATH, CAREER - Elephant
Do we sometimes feel like an elephant in a porcelain shop? One of this month challenges is to step forward softly in
those life paths that are easily accessible to us. We can leave all the harder ones for later, once we regain
confidence.
2. LOVE, RELATIONSHIPS - Looking after you
During this month of June, we put some good and positive light on our marriage/partnership situation. To succeed,
we first look after oneself and love oneself, then will be able to better love and appreciate our partner.
3. RESPECT, FAMILY, HEALTH, PAST - Resourcing
Whatever our beliefs are, let's resource through the power of prayers. We ask the universe which then will send us
what we are ready to welcome in our lives today.
4. ABUNDANCE, WEALTH & MONEY - Hairstyle
Being abundant also includes enjoying quality time getting pampered at a hairdressing salon! Allowing a new
hairstyle or a new colour and we could well feel much more abundant.
5. YOU - Ideas
We sometimes struggle to meditate while we have so many projects and creative ideas going through our heads!
Let's write them down on a sheet of paper or in a book while visualising the final results. Then, we relax and align to
receive... that's when the universe puts everything into place!
6. HELP, HELPERS, TRAVELS - Nature
We choose one kind of tree, the one with which we feel a connection. We look up its properties, its life spam, how it
behaves with the change of seasons, how to plant its saplings. What does its flowers and fruits look like, what are
the tree healing properties? This tree has so much to teach us! This is a new path some amazing discoveries are only
a step away! "Adopt a tree!... OR...Would the tree have adopted us?"
7. IDEAS, CHILDREN & PROJECTS - Genie
Believe in Aladdin's Genie! Let's find the equivalent of Aladdin's lamp and befriend it (use a cup, or a rock, or a stone,
or a piece of jewellery...). Let's clean it first, then talk to this object every evening before going to bed and... see
what happens. The magic that we believed in when we were children is still possible today!
8. SPIRITUALITY, STUDY, OPENNESS - Love
We really feel attracted and 'fall in love' with new discoveries, new studies, new passions. Our minds broaden while
we still stay wise and grounded.
9. WELL-BEING, SELF CONFIDENCE, RECOGNITION - One step at the time
We take one step at the time towards our personal progress. We make time, we have plenty of time!
June 2018 – Relax, no need to stress, all will be well :)
Book your personal reading http://www.fengshuisteps.com/psychic.html
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